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Abstract

Brain lesions are important cause of morbidity and reduced productivity in goats worldwide. Works on brain lesion in goats are extremely rare in Bangladesh and remain to be investigated. We investigated lesions in goat brains collected from abattoirs in Rajshahi Metropolitan area by gross and microscopic examination. Randomly selected 57 goat brains were investigated of which 24.56% brains showed gross and histopathologic lesions. Prevalence of brain lesions were higher in Jamnapari goats (29.41%) compared to in Black Bengal goats (22.50%) and female goats (26.47%) were more affected than male goats (21.74%). Age-wise prevalence were 31.25%, 21.43%, 12.50%, and 40.00% in the age of up to 2 years, 2-3 years, 3-4 years, and above 4 years old goats, respectively. Goats were more affected in the rainy (35.29%) season in contrast to in the winter (23.53%) and in the summer (10.52%) seasons. The brains collected from goats with Gid disease showed uni or multilocular cysts containing clear fluid and multiple scolices, the rest of the brains were apparently healthy by macroscopic examination. Histopathologically, pyogranuloma, perivascular cuffing, gliosis, neuronal degeneration, hemorrhages, congestion and thrombus were evident.
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Introduction

Bangladesh is an agro-based country. Livestock plays an important role for the earnings of livelihood of her population, 20% of the population directly and 50% of the population indirectly live on livestock business and contributes significantly in the poverty alleviation and supply of rich protein of high caloric value in terms of milk, meat and egg (Chowdhury et al. 2019). Goat is an important member of livestock population providing meat and skin. However, its productivity decreases due to affection with different diseases. Barind tract encompasses geographic region in parts of northwestern Bangladesh including Rajshahi, Chapainawabganj and Naogaon districts and is unique in terms of geo-climatic conditions and goat population. Mainly two goat breeds namely Jamnapari and Black Bengal are reared in Bangladesh. Black Bengal is only native goat breed of Bangladesh but also indigenous to northeastern India, West Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa (Siddiki et al. 2019). The Jamnapari goat, on the other hand, is the best dairy goat in India (Rout et al. 1999). They are the tallest breed and commonly known as the Pari (Angel) in its area of origin - Uttar Pradesh - because of its majestic appearance (Miah et al. 2016). Brain is the most complex organ and serves as the center of the nervous system that control over the other organs in all vertebrate's body. It acts on the rest of the body both by generating patterns of muscle activity and by driving the secretion of chemicals called hormones. This centralized control allows rapid and coordinated responses to changes in the environment. Diseases
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affecting brains of goats comprise conditions that cause economic losses globally through morbidity and reduced productivity (Konradt et al. 2017).

Brain may be affected by infectious agents such as bacteria, viruses, protozoa, parasites or by deficiency of vitamins and minerals (Windsor et al. 2011). It may be affected by infectious agents through hematogenous or lymphatic dissemination deriving from distant sites, direct penetrating lesions, through an adjacent suppurative lesion or centripetal ascending infection through peripheral nerves and causes neurological disorders and mortality (Fecteau et al. 1997, Morin et al. 2004, Radostits et al. 2007, Kessell et al. 2011, Allen et al. 2013). The areas of the brain most frequently affected are the cerebral cortex, corpus striatum (basal ganglia), and cerebellar peduncles (Orteqa et al. 2019). *Coenurus cerebralis*, the larval stage of the tapeworm *Taenia multiceps* is known to affect brain causing Gid disease in goats (Nooruddin et al. 2000, Amin et al. 2013). Toxoplasmosis, a protozoan disease with zoonotic importance also affects brains in goats. Despite tremendous contribution of goats in the economy of Bangladesh, works on brain lesions in goats are extremely rare and remain to be investigated. Therefore, the research was planned to shed some light on the prevalence of brain lesions, the factors affecting prevalence of the brain lesions, and to characterize the lesions histopathologically in goats in the Barind tract.

**Materials and Methods**

A total of 57 brain samples collected randomly from goats immediately after slaughter at the abattoirs of Rajshahi metropolitan area during April 2017 to March 2018 were used for this study. The representative tissue samples were immersed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and shifted to the Department of Veterinary and Animal Sciences, University of Rajshahi and fixed for 24 h. Animal data such as age, sex, breed, and gross changes of brains were collected in a structured data collection form. The tissue samples were processed following standard procedure for histopathologic studies (Golbar et al. 2013). Briefly, the tissues were dehydrated through ascending grades of alcohol, cleared by three changes in xylene and embedded in paraffin. The paraffin embedded tissues were sectioned at 5 µm in thickness by using a semi-automatic rotary microtome (Mosbi™, China), stained routinely with Mayer’s hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) and examined under a light microscope. The images of the tissue sections were grabbed by using a photographic microscope system (Digital camera model: LC-20, Labomed, Inc., USA fitted with a microscope, Model MBL-2100, Krüss, Germany).

**Results**

This study aimed to characterize lesions of goat brains collected from abattoirs in Rajshahi metropolitan area. The goat brain samples were evaluated based on gross and histopathology and in relation to epidemiological data such as age, sex, breed, and seasons of the year. Out of the 57 goat brains examined 70.18% of the brains were from Black Bengal goats and 29.82% from Jamnapari goats. Considering the sex, 40.35% brain samples was from male goats and 59.65% from female goats. Overall prevalence of brain lesions was 24.56% by histopathologic examination. The prevalence of brain lesions associated with age, sex, breed, seasons and histopathologic types have been documented.

**Age-wise prevalence of brain lesions in goats**

During the study, the goats examined were divided into 4 groups according to their age as determined by dental chart (Vatta et al. 2007). Group-1 consisted of goats less than two year of age and showed a prevalence of brain lesions of 31.25% (Fig. 1A). Clinically, some of the goats showed circling movements
and the brains showed uni or multilocular cysts by gross examination indicating Gid disease as described below. Group-2 included the goats of 2-3 years old and examined the highest number of goats (28 goats) among the age groups, and the prevalence of brain lesion in this age group was 21.43%. Goats with age between 3-4 years belonged to group-3 and showed a brain lesion prevalence of 12.50%. Finally, goats greater than 4 years of age were included in group-4 and calculated prevalence of brain lesion in the group was 40.00%. Goats of this group were mainly female Jamnapari. The affection of brain lesions within the total population were 8.77, 10.53, 1.75 and 3.51% in goats of <2 years, 2-3 years, 3-4 years and >4 years old, respectively.

**Sex-wise prevalence of brain lesions in goats**

Sex was found an important determinant on the prevalence of brain lesions in goats. In this investigation, 26.47% female goats and 21.74% male goats were affected with brain lesions (Fig. 1B). It was important to note that the female goats were more affected with brain lesions than the male goats. Additionally, among the female goats affected with brain lesions, 14.71% was Black Bengal and 11.76% was Jamnapari. On the other hand, among the male goats, 17.39% was Black Bengal and 4.35% was Jamnapari. Finally, 15.79% of the brain lesions came from female goats and 8.77% from male goats (Table 1).

**Fig. 1:** Prevalence of brain lesions based on age, sex, season and histopathologic types in goats. Brain lesions were highest in more than 4 years of age followed by less than 2 years, 2-3 years and lowest in 3-4 years age (A). Brain lesions were higher among female goats than male goats (B).
Prevalence of brain lesions was the highest in the rainy season than in the winter and in the summer seasons. Jamnapari goats were more affected than Black Bengal goats in all seasons (C). Histopathologic types of lesions showing highest prevalence of pyogranuloma followed by perivascular cuffs, gliosis and neuronal degeneration were recorded in this study (D). Hemorrhage, congestion and thrombus were the lowest and did not vary each other.

**Breed-wise prevalence of brain lesions in goats**

During the examination of brain lesions in goats slaughtered in the abattoirs of Rajshahi Metropolitan area, two goat breeds, categorized based on dominant breed characteristics, prevailing in the area were encountered and they were Black Bengal and Jamnapari. Brain lesions among the goats examined were 15.79% from Black Bengal and 8.77% from Jamnapari. Among the breeds, 22.50% of the Black Bengal goats and 29.41% of the Jamnapari goats were affected with brain lesions (Table 1).

**Table 1.** Sex-wise prevalence of brain lesions in goats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Number of brain examined</th>
<th>Number of brain affected</th>
<th>Prevalence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Black Bengal</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jamnapari</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Black Bengal</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jamnapari</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Season-wise prevalence of brain lesions in goats**

The prevalence of brain affections was different in different seasons. Among the brain lesions of the goats examined, overall, the highest prevalence was recorded in the rainy season which is 38.09% followed by in the winter (23.53%) and in the summer (10.53%) seasons (Fig. 1C). Within the breeds, 35.29% of the Black Bengal and 50.00% of the Jamnapari goats were affected with brain lesions during the rainy season. On the other hand, in the winter season, 16.67% of the Black Bengal and 40.00% of the Jamnapari goats were affected. In the summer season, affection of brain lesions in Black Bengal goats was 9.09% and in Jamnapari goats was 12.50%. It was worthy to note from the study that the prevalence was higher in Jamnapari goats (50.00, 40.00 and 12.50%) than in Black Bengal goats (35.29, 16.67 and 9.09%) in the rainy, winter and summer seasons, respectively. Overall, the brain lesion due to seasons was 14.04% in the rainy season, 7.02% in the winter season and 3.51% in the summer season.

**Prevalence of brain lesions based on histopathologic types in goats**

The brains which were macroscopically normal (Fig. 2A) supported by absence of any abnormality in histologic sections (Fig. 3A) served as control. Most brains examined were apparently normal by macroscopic examination except cystic structures, uni or multilocular, in some brains and were diagnosed as Gid diseases (Fig. 2B). Histopathologically, seven different types of lesions such as pyogranuloma (7.01%),
perivascular cuffs (5.26%), gliosis (3.51%), neuronal degeneration (3.51%), hemorrhage (1.75%), congestion of vessels (1.75%) and thrombus (1.75%) were documented. Out of the histopathologic lesions, pyogranuloma was the highest (28.57%) and was characterized by neuronal degeneration and multifocal infiltration of inflammatory cells mainly involving lymphocytes (Fig. 1D, Fig. 3B). Perivascular cuffs were found in 21.43% of affected goat brains and were characterized by aggregation of mononuclear leukocytes around the blood vessels. Perivascular cuffs, in most cases, were associated with glial cell proliferation (Fig. 3C). Gliosis ranked third most prevalent lesions and an equivalent to neuronal degeneration (14.29%) and was caused by the proliferation of astrocytes, microglia and oligodendrocytes. Neuronal degeneration, on the other hand, was identified by the presence of empty spaces around the neuron (Fig. 3D). Hemorrhage and congestion were found in 7.14% cases each of the goat brains examined. Interestingly, antemortem intravascular blood clotting called thrombus was found in one goat (7.14%). The thrombus was characterized by its attachments with the vessel wall and absence of regular lamination (Fig. 3E). There was proliferation of meningeal cells along with infiltration of inflammatory cells mainly involving lymphocytes in the submeningeal tissues in the brain affected with Coenurus cerebralis (Gid disease) (Fig. 3F). The neuronal tissues beneath the meninges were compressed and atrophied.

Fig. 2(A-B): Gross images of goat brains. Control brain showing no abnormality (A). Brain with multilocular cysts of Coenurus cerebralis (asterisks) in the left frontal and right occipital lobes (B).
Fig. 3(A-F): Microscopic images of goat brain sections. Section of control brain (cerebrum) from a healthy goat showing normal architecture (A). Non-supportive encephalitis showing focal infiltration of mononuclear cells (asterisk) with neuronal degeneration (B), Perivascular cuffing (black arrow) and severe gliosis (red arrows) (C), Neuronal degeneration with loss of cytoplasm (arrows) in cerebrum (D), Section showing thrombi attached to the wall within a blood vessel (E), Inflammation, proliferation of meningeal cells (black arrow) and compression of nerve tissues in cerebrum from Gid disease (red arrow), and Hematoxylin and eosin stain (F).

Discussion

Goats make important contributions to earning human livelihoods in developing economies, since they are extremely hardy animals that can survive and reproduce under extremely high temperatures and low humidity with minimum available feed. A study was conducted on brains of goats to determine the different brain lesions for a period of one year in Rajshahi metropolitan area. Fourteen goat brains out of the 57 brains examined were with different brain lesions with the prevalence of 24.56%.

Age-wise prevalence of brain lesions in goats

The current research revealed that goats of <2 years age group are mostly affected with brain lesions (31.25%). Underdeveloped immune system, microbial infection associated with sudden change of weather,
or parasitic infection especially with Coenurus cerebralis may predispose the higher prevalence of the brain lesion in this age group (Hashim et al. 2000). According to Gicik et al. (2007) selling of sick animals to abattoirs or market by owners as soon as they notice the coenurosis without informing the local authorities leads to the high prevalence of Coenurus cerebralis in the area. Although the highest prevalence (40%) of brain lesions was found in goats of >4 age, this prevalence may not represent the real status as a few animals (only 5 goats) were examined in this group. Besides, poor body conditions, sudden feeding changes, consumption of poor quality or spoiled feedstuffs in combination with environmental stress factors (weaning), stress of kidding, poor flock management (husbandry, nutrition, preventive medicine and others), decreased immune function with the advancement of age during the winter and rainy months consuming poor quality silage may be some factors for the highest prevalence of brain lesions in this age group (Zoe et al. 2016). The prevalence rates in 2-3 years and 3-4 years were 25.00% and 12.50%, respectively. In this study, goats of 3-4 years age group showed reduced incidence rate compared to <2 years and 2-3 years age groups.

Young goats may also have decreased immunity due to underdeveloped immune system and the prevalence rates may reduce with the increase of age because of development of immunity (Matos et al. 2015, Biobaku and Amid 2018).

**Sex-wise prevalence of brain disease of goats**

Different sex revealed different prevalence of brain lesions. This experiment revealed that male goats were affected less (21.74%) than those of female goats (26.47%). Normally, female goats are more susceptible to infection than male goats due to stress to kidding, milk yield and rearing for longer period for breeding purposes (Hossain et al. 2011, Islam et al. 2016). This study revealed that the infected goats were mostly older females. Blood et al. (2006) documented that female goats which are usually weak and malnourished, generally are more susceptible to infections.

**Breed-wise prevalence of brain lesion in goats**

Breed is one of the most important risk factor of diseases in goats. This experiment showed that Black Bengal goats are less susceptible to brain affections than Jamnapari goats. Reports from several other authors also recorded higher susceptibility of diseases in exotic animals than in native animals (Wambura et al. 1998, Brotherstone et al. 2010). Although Black Bengal goats are widely distributed throughout the country, the Jamnapari goats are available in the Rajshahi areas and the goats come to the slaughter houses from markets of upazillas of Rajshahi and Chapainawabganj districts representing Barind tract area. Though these two types of breeds are highly prolific but most of the Jamnapari goats are reared for milk and the Black Bengal goats for meat and skin. The Jamnapari becomes older for their milking and breeding purposes usability and becomes infected with brain lesions.

**Season wise prevalence of brain lesion in goat**

Season is one of the factors that influence the prevalence of brain lesions. This experiment showed that prevalence rate in the rainy season is higher (35.29%) than the prevalence rate in the winter season (25.00%). The infection is linked with open grazing after heavy rainfall (Hossain et al. 2011). Sudden change in the weather is responsible for growth of bacteria which increase the prevalence rate of disease (Hossain et al. 2011). The higher percentages of ecological variables (rainfall, relative humidity and air temperature) are considered to be influencing factors for coenurosis and in the rainy season, rain causes spread of feces of dog, fox (final host) over the grasses and these contaminants are responsible for the increased occurrence of Gid disease during rainy season (Hashim et al. 2000, Nourani and Kheirabadi 2009). This study documented pyogranuloma in 28.57% cases in the rainy and winter seasons. According to Allen et al. (2013), the
experiment undertaken by them found 50% cases of Listeriosis out of 139 goats and they recorded most cases (60%) in the fall and winter.

**Lesion wise prevalence of brain lesions in goat**

The current study revealed four goats (28.57%) affection with focal inflammatory infiltration of mononuclear cells (pyogranuloma) in cerebrum. Pyogranuloma associated with mononuclear cell infiltration is generally found in Listeriosis (Allen et al. 2013, Headley et al. 2013) and Toxoplasmosis (Moreno et al. 2012). In the investigation, three goats (21.43%) were diagnosed with perivascular cuffing and severe gliosis in cerebrums. Perivascular cuffing is found in *Toxoplasma gondii* infection (Matos et al. 2015, Nunes et al. 2015). Perivascular cuffing and gliosis in cerebrum have been documented in association with *Toxoplasma gondii* infection in goats (Moreno et al. 2012, Wanderley et al. 2015). Perivascular cuffing is also found in the Listeriosis in goats (Allen et al. 2013). Therefore, the pyogranuloma and perivascular cuffs found in the current study may be due either to Listeriosis or Toxoplasmosis or the both. Two goats (14.29%) were found to have neuronal degeneration in cerebrum of the brain. The cytoplasm of the neuron was almost lost and only the nuclei were evident in most neurons of the neuronal degeneration. Neuronal degeneration, known as polioencephalomalacia (PEM), occurs in goats in association with a functional thiamine (vitamin B 1) deficiency, sulfur toxicity, water deprivation–salt toxicity, lead poisoning, hypoxia or by copper deficiency (Allen et al. 2013). In the present study, cause for the lesion was not determined. One goat (7.14%) in the present study was diagnosed with hemorrhage and congestion in cerebrum. Hemorrhage could be found in the *Toxoplasma gondii* infection in goats (Wanderley et al. 2015). However, how the vascular congestion develops in the brain of the encephalitic Listeriosis in small ruminants require further clarification. The current study revealed thrombus in the cerebral cortex in one (7.14%) goat. Because the brain samples were collected from slaughtered goats at the abattoirs, therefore, it is important to distinguish the thrombus from postmortem clot. The postmortem clot becomes laminated and takes the shape of blood vessel in which the clot is formed (Jones et al. 1997). In the current study, the clot was not laminated and did not take the shape of blood vessel, rather it was attached to the blood vessel, an indication of antemortem thrombus (Jones et al. 1997). However, due to lack of data, it is difficult to interpret on the cause of thrombosis of the goat and needs further study.

One serological study by ELISA revealed 31-55% prevalence of Toxoplasmosis in goats in Rajshahi region (Rahman et al. 2015). Based on the findings of the serological investigation an important target of the current study was to find the *Toxoplasma* cysts in the brain tissues by histopathology. Unfortunately, this study did not find any *Toxoplasma* cyst in the brains examined to correlate with the antibody dependent seropositivity of Toxoplasmosis although pyogranuloma and perivascular cuffs, which are commonly found in association with *Toxoplasma* infection, were evident. One explanation of not finding *Toxoplasma* cyst in the current study may be that only little amount of brain tissue, a few sections of 5 µm thick per brain, were examined in the histopathologic investigation. Another explanation may be that the *Toxoplasma* antibody developed during active infection and persisted even after recovery. However, to come in final conclusion on the presence or absence of *Toxoplasma* cyst in the goat brain, whole brain should be scanned by crushing and examining under microscope, which is tedious and time consuming and practically impossible based on volume of the goat brain.
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